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Segue Blue Announces the Upcoming Release of Between These Walls by Best-selling Novelist John Herrick: 
Between These Walls slated for national release on February 10, 2015 

 
ST. LOUIS, MO – Segue Blue Publishing announces the upcoming release of Between These Walls by John Herrick. 
Between These Walls will be released in trade paper (ISBN: 978-0-9915309-1-5, 463 pages, $15.95 ) and eBook 
($4.99) editions on February 10, 2015. 
 
The latest release by best-selling novelist John Herrick, Between These Walls is an extraordinary tale featuring an 
unforgettable protagonist, Hunter Carlisle. 
 
About Between These Walls:  At 26 years old, Hunter Carlisle has a successful sales career, a devoted girlfriend, 
and a rock-solid faith. But Hunter also guards a secret torment: an attraction to other men. When a career plunge 
causes muscle tension, Hunter seeks relief through Gabe Hellman, a handsome massage therapist. What begins as 
friendship takes a sudden turn and forces the two friends to reconsider the boundaries of attraction. Along the 
road to self-discovery, Hunter’s secret is exposed to the community. Now Hunter must face the demons of his 
past and confront his long-held fears about reputation, sexual identity, and matters of soul. 
 
A story about fear and faith, grace and redemption, Between These Walls braves the crossroads of love and 
religion to question who we are—and who we will become. 
 
Alternately bold and tender, quiet and powerful, brave and gentle, Between These Walls is a story about 
discovery, acceptance, and the power of love. A touching tale that probes the recesses of the human heart, 
Between These Walls features multi-dimensional, real and vulnerable characters destined to resonate with 
readers.  John Herrick, a gifted storyteller whose writing seamlessly fuses elements of faith and realism, delivers 
an inspiring, uplifting tale in Between These Walls.  An exquisite story that examines walls of both the literal and 
figurative varieties, Between These Walls invites readers on an inside tour of an incredible journey of faith. 
 
A graduate of the University of Missouri—Columbia, John Herrick explores themes of spiritual journey and the 
human heart in his works. Herrick’s debut novel, From the Dead, which was hailed as “a solid debut novel” by the 
Akron Beacon Journal, achieved Amazon best-seller status. Herrick’s second novel, The Landing, was named a 
semifinalist in the inaugural Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award contest. Herrick’s nonfiction eBook, 8 Reasons 
Your Life Matters, received over 100,000 downloads and landed at #1 on Amazon’s Motivational Self-Help and 
Christian Inspiration best-seller lists.  John Herrick is a native of St. Louis. Visit him online at: www.johnherrick.net  
 
Members of the news media wishing to request additional information about Between These Walls or novelist 
John Herrick are kindly asked to contact Maryglenn McCombs by phone:  (615) 297-9875, or by email:  
maryglenn@maryglenn.com. 
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